Drink Menu
We strive to give our customers and friends the best. We hope you enjoy our selection!

Draft Beer
312
Brewed by Goose Island, this urban wheat ale is unfiltered with the
spicy aroma of cascade hops, followed by the crispy, fruity ale flavor
delivered in a smooth, creamy body

B E L L’ S O B E R O N
A wheat ale fermented with bell’s signature house ale yeast, mixing a
spicy hop character with mildly fruity aromas. The addition of wheat
malt lends a smooth mouthfeel, making it a classic summer beer

BLUE MOON
An unfiltered wheat ale spiced in the Belgian tradition for an
uncommonly smooth taste

BUD LIGHT
A classic light lager brewed using a blend of premium aroma hop
varieties, both American-grown and imported

DELIRIUM TREMENS
Feels like the sound shot of alcohol is igniting the mouth. In reality,
the tongue and palate are warmed. The aftertaste is strong, longlasting and dry bitter

FAT T I R E
This Amber Ale won fans is in its sense of balance: toasty, biscuit-like
malt flavors coasting in equilibrium with hoppy freshness

GREEN LINE
Honey-colored, American pale ale with a pronounced, bright,
American hop aroma and citrus flavor. Notes of biscuit and lightly
toasted malt create the backbone for Green Line’s pleasant, crisp

bitterness

GUINNESS
Perfect balance of bitter and sweet with malt and roast characters

HARP LAGER
Bright pale golden; fruity nose; crisp and clean, slightly bitter upfront,
smooth aftertaste

HEINEKEN
Euro Pale Lager, 100% Barley malt, choice hops, and pure water give
this brew unsurpassed clarity

L E I N E N K U G E L I P L I N D I A PA L E L A G E R
Everything you love about hops comes through more clearly because
it’s a lager instead of an ale. We taste tropical, citrus notes and a little
spicy pepper, but give it a try and see what you discover

LEINENKUGEL SUMMER SHANDY
A beer with natural lemonade flavor

M AT I L D A
A Belgian strong pale ale made with a rare yeast that suggests a fruity
and spicy flavor. There is complex maltiness balanced with a profuse
amount of hops

MILLER LITE
Gold medal winner for American-style lager

R E B E L I PA
It’s everything we love about West coast style IPA’s. Big citrus &
grapefruit flavors with subtle pine notes for a flavorful refreshing
brew

REVOLUTION CROSS OF GOLD

Crisp golden ale with a delicate hop finish. This light ale is brewed
with a bit wheat malt for body and Munich and Aromatic malts for and
an undertone of honey-like sweetness

S I E R R A N E VA D A PA L E A L E
The fragrant bouquet and spicy flavor are the results of the generous
use of the best Cascade hops

S T E L L A A RT O I S
Classic Belgian lager, golden in color with exceptional clarity and a
spicy hop character

